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**Who**
An independent platform managed by University of Geneva
Supported by Swiss government

**Mission**
Promoting effective engagement between research and global governance actors based in Geneva.

→ evidence-based policymaking
→ policy relevant research

**How**
Broker collaborations - Develop capacities – Build practical knowledge
« Now is the time to end the “infodemic” plaguing our world by defending a common, empirically backed consensus around facts, science and knowledge. The “war on science” must end. All policy decisions should be backed by science and expertise ».
EBPM – an ecology of service delivery

PRODUCING
POLICY-RELEVANT
KNOWLEDGE

Translation
Communication
Transfer/dissemination
Exchange and dialogue
Advice

USING
KNOWLEDGE
IN POLICY

Facilitating sustained research policy engagement

Relationship building
Collaboration brokering
Providing incentives
Strategic leadership
Building capacity
Open call: Impact Collaboration Programme 2023

The Impact Collaboration Programme is our annual call for projects with the support of the Swiss Federal Department of Foreign Affairs. It provides a unique funding instrument to spark, support and scale science-policy collaborations that strengthen science-informed policymaking and build policy-relevant research and tools in support of global governance actors based in Geneva.

- Are you a scientist willing to engage with policy actors and channel your research towards policy needs?
- Are you an international policy professional looking to ground your work in scientific expertise?

Through an ICP project, you can develop creative ways to work together to ensure that the best available knowledge supports the design of solutions to the complex issues of our times, in a wide range of fields such as health, migration, environment, peacebuilding and many others.

APPLY BY 12 FEBRUARY 2023

SEE ONGOING ICP PROJECTS

Disruptive technologies and rights-based resilience (ICP 2021)

This project aims to facilitate a multistakeholder consultative process to identify knowledge gaps, generate new evidence and co-design evidence-based tools to support regulatory and policy responses to human rights challenges linked to digital technologies.
«To maximize the utility and usage of research on migration for evidence-based policy-making through the development of an innovative and integrative digital toolkit tailored to policy officials’ needs and constraints, building on IOM’s flagship publication, the World Migration Report, and key migration resources». 
A relational process for an actionable outcome

- Consultative process
- Curating tailored digital tools
- Leadership
- Incentives
- Capacity-building
Many thanks for your attention

Frederique.guerin@unige.ch